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By SARAH JONES

Eighty-five percent of retailers anticipate a growth in their ecommerce sales next year,
according to a new report from Boston Retail Partners.

Along with the rise in digital purchases, connected consumers have been given more
power, as they drive retailers to adopt updated technology to better serve them. At the top
of consumers’ list of expectations is a seamless experience across channels, or unified
commerce, a step above omnichannel that enables a personalized experience regardless
of how the consumers chooses to connect along their purchase path.

“Today’s retail customer is always connected and expects service any time, anywhere
and any way she wants it,” said Brian Brunk, principal at Boston Retail Partners, Boston.
“Consumers’ heightened expectation for a seamless shopping experience across
channels is forcing retailers to deliver on this promise or lose customers to competitors.

"Retail has never been more transparent than it is  now," he said. "Retailers are being
forced to rethink their approach to commerce and focus on a holistic customer
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experience and implement the right technology that enables a much more personalized
experience."

Boston Retail Partner's "2015 Ecommerce Benchmarking Survey" was conducted between
June and July 1025. More than 500 retailers were polled, 45 percent of whom were in the
soft goods category and 26 percent of whom are specialty hard goods retailers. About half
have between $500 million to $5 billion in annual revenue.

Guided selling
Forty-three percent of retailers surveyed say that providing a consistent experience for
their consumers across all channels is among their top three priorities. Other popular
goals are enhancing the user experience and navigation of their sites and launching or
improving their unified commerce platform.

Seventy-eight percent of retailers plan to have a unified commerce platform running
within the next five years.

Unified commerce tracks a consumer’s interactions regardless of whether they are in-
store, on ecommerce or mobile, uses data to inform both the personalization online and
her shopping experience in-store. Unified commerce also encompasses fulfillment,
clienteling and order management into one system, breaking down silos between areas
of the business.

Valentino boutique within Saks Fifth Avenue

At this time, physical stores still drive most purchases, but ecommerce is gaining a larger
share of transactions. Consumers frequently connect with retailers via a mobile site,
applications or social media to get product or brand information, but most digital sales
are driven through traditional ecommerce, perhaps leading 29 percent of brands to list
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boosting traffic to their online stores as a top priority.

With ecommerce making the shopping process more transparent through instantaneous
price comparisons and products being made available through more than one outlet, the
customer experience becomes a more important competitive difference.

One way to go above the noise is to deliver relevant messaging to the consumer via
mobile app, Web site or store by using data. If done well, this creates a more memorable
connection, which may drive repeat visits and loyalty.

While retailers rank user reviews at the top engagement tool, 39 percent still do not enable
consumer feedback online. Social media similarly enables a retailer’s audience to voice
their opinion back to the brand, creating a two-way conversation.

Many retailers have rolled out blogs and live chat features, but both of these are rated as
fairly ineffective. While not directly engaging, 83 percent of respondents offer FAQs,
solving general inquiries immediately.

Guided selling from Lancome

Guided selling is underused, with about half of retailers not offering product suggestions
based on previously viewed SKUs, missing out on opportunities to upsell or increase the
order amount, the top KPI used. Similarly, only 39 percent enable wish lists and 41 percent
use browsing history to personalize the ecommerce site per customer.

“Product reviews are surprisingly underutilized on retail e-commerce sites,” Mr. Brunk
said. “According to a consumer survey by UPS, 73 percent of consumers found product
reviews to be influential on a retailer’s Web site, however our ecommerce survey
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indicates that 39 percent of retailers still do not offer product reviews on their site.

"Guided selling represents another great opportunity for immersive customer engagement
and a brand distinguishing experience.”

This personalization approach should extend to digital marketing, such as email, to
provide worthwhile communications tailored to the consumer. While 50 percent of those
surveyed say they offer personalization in email messaging, the reality is usually very
different.

While 88 percent of marketers say they personalize their email communications, a
recent L2 report finds that about a quarter of brand emails are instead sent using a blast
method that does not take into account individual preferences (see story).

Boston Retail Partners notes that just putting a recipient's name on the email is  not
enough.

Getting to know you
An inability to personalize frequently extends to the in-store environment. Often
information on consumers’ browsing history and online purchases is unavailable to sales
associates, making it almost impossible to cater their assistance to that individual.

Unified commerce can help with this, offering real-time data at whichever point of sale
the consumer chooses. It also streamlines the fulfillment and delivery process, making
same-day delivery and click and collect more scalable by using an order management
solution rather than traditional order fulfillment.

Net-A-Porter offers same-day delivery

About three quarters of retailers already use an order management system, which treats
all purchases similarly, and the remaining companies plan to have one implemented
within the next five years.

As department stores find themselves facing increasing pressure from ecommerce-only
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players, a seamless omnichannel approach will enable them to remain competitive,
according to a recent report from L2.

With declining traffic and loss of market share in a more crowded space filled with mono
brand boutiques and large ecommerce players, department stores have to leverage their
in-store capabilities with their online channels to capture sales from consumers seeking a
seamless, hassle-free shopping experience. From opportunities to upsell at point of return
to allowing for varied purchase paths, bricks-and-mortar retailers can use their physical
locations to their advantage (see story).

“With continued growth of digital commerce and consumers expectations of the abililty to
shop and buy at their convenience, it will be rare to see any leading retailer without
a synergistic and effective e-commerce presence,” Mr. Brunk said. “Despite the buzz about
online and digital, physical stores are here to stay.

"The physical store will remain the heart and soul of the retail operation and it’s  about to
get a lot smarter by integrating bricks and clicks.”

Mobile optimization
Forty-five percent of retailers say that mobile is the channel that has the most impact on
revenue. While consumers do not complete many sales through mobile, it is  a prime
research tool.

However, this may change, as 68 percent of those surveyed are expecting a growth in
revenue from mobile Web and 38 percent anticipate additional mobile app sales by the
end of 2016.

Mobile Web sites are largely favored over apps by respondents, simply because they do
not require consumers to download anything. For those loyalist shoppers that will
purchase frequently from a brand, or for brands that offer a large product inventory or
incentivize use of a branded app, they can be effective.

Retailers often miss opportunities to reach consumers via mobile device in-store with
individualized promotions or enabling them to find merchandise on the sales floor. This
is a priority for many.

Within the next two years, approximately 300 percent more retailers plan to deploy mobile
point-of-sale tactics into in-store strategies, according to a recent report from Boston
Retail Partners (see story).

Both Printemps and Galeries Lafayette rolled out mobile apps that include an in-store
geolocation feature, helping shoppers find specific brands within departments using real-
time navigation.

“Retailers realize that that they can no longer operate from within silos, and the
convergence of digital and physical commerce is now a retail imperative,” Mr. Brunk
said. “The key to eliminating channel silos it to adopt unified commerce, or in other-
words a single commerce platform, that consolidates all transactions, inventory, pricing,
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order management, CRM, call center, etc. across all channels.

"This unified commerce platform provides a single version of the truth across all
channels to enable transparency, or the 'glass pipeline' of real-time visibility to inventory,
product and customer information," he said. "Unified commerce is the nirvana!”

Final Take
Sarah Jones, staff reporter on Luxury Daily, New York
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